NOTE: Potential levee fill areas, soil survey lines, and soil types developed by Blackburn Consulting 2010.
NOTE:
- UN-NUMBERED STICK LINES ARE FROM ACE SOIL SURVEY
- EXTRAPOLATED FROM NEAR THE CENTER OF THE DUGGED UNIT.

SCALE:
- Horiz. 1"=500'
- Vert. 1"=10'

NEWPORT BORROW SITE
CROSS-SECTIONS NPA & NPB
NOTE: Potential levee fill areas, soil survey lines, and soil types developed by Blackburn Consulting 2010.
SECTION YA

SECTION YB

NOTE:
Un-numbered strike lines are from prior soil surveys extrapolated from near the center of the mapped units.

SCALE:
Horiz. 1"=500'
Vert. 1"=10'

YARBROUGH BORROW SITE
CROSS-SECTIONS YA & YB
NOTE:

- UN-HIGHED STICK LOGS ARE FROM ACEC SOIL SURVEYS
- EXTRAPOLATED FROM THE CENTER OF THE HOPPER UNITS

SCALE:
Horiz. 1"=500'
Vert. 1"=10'

YARBROUGH BORROW SITE
CROSS-SECTION YC